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Chapter 1 : Real Magick: Basic Questions about Spell-Craft
Also, it's important to figure out what your personal definition of magic really is. Not the definition you found in a book or
on a website, not what someone else tells you it is, but your own personal truth.

Most depictions of voodoo show a dark, mysterious religion that revolves around animal sacrifices, casting
harmful spells, and using dolls to hurt others. West African voodoo is still practiced by around 30 million
people, particularly in nations like Ghana and Benin. Rituals and beliefs are extensive, and largely untouched
by the outside influences that have shaped other types of voodoo. Louisiana voodoo is a unique brand of
voodoo practiced, as its name suggests, mainly in Louisiana and the southeastern United States. Though
brought over from West African voodoo, this form as been heavily influenced by the practices of Spanish and
French settlers, as well as the Creole population. Haitian voodoo, practiced in Haiti, has been largely shaped
by its French influence as well as Christianity. However, there are strong parallels; in the case of Louisiana
and Haitian voodoo, many Christian traditions, beliefs, and figures have been incorporated into this flexible
religion. The spirits are central to the practice of voodoo, and many of the central figures have Christian
counterparts. Aida Wedo is a virginal figure of Mary, while Legba, the guardian gatekeeper, is a mirror image
of St. In voodoo, important spirits that believers connect with are called the loa or lwa ; in some locations,
these loa and their families can be called by the names of the Catholic saints they represent. In West African
voodoo, there is a very Christian belief that there is one supreme god ruling all. While at one time practitioners
who had also been baptized could expect repercussions from the church for partaking in voodoo ceremonies,
now priests from both sides are working hand-in-hand to help bring peace and prosperity to Africa, the
birthplace of voodoo. He even attended a voodoo ceremony in , helping to cement the amiable coexistence of
these two seemingly opposite religions. Instead, a doll is only associated with the person in questionâ€”usually
by attaching a picture of the person, or something that was in intimate contact with them, such as a lock of hair
attaching this personification is actually the purpose of the voodoo straight pin usually seen in a voodoo doll,
which is commonly believed to be an instrument of pain. Other things are usually added to the doll, and these
vary based on the intended purpose. Garlic, flower petals, perfumes, or even money can be addedâ€”not as a
direct message to the person, but as an appeal to the spirits to open themselves to the doll and the wishes of
those involved. The voodoo doll can be used for a huge variety of purposes, and most are benevolent. The
voodoo doll in itself is not an evil or dark thing, but, like many religious and secular symbols, it can be made
dark by the person who wields it. She was said to be born the illegitimate daughter of a Creole plantation
owner and his half black, half Native American mistress. Her first marriage ended when her husband
disappeared under mysterious circumstances; her second, common-law marriage, however, lasted years and
gave her 15 children. In addition to counseling those in need and selling gris-gris to everyone in all walks of
life, she was also a hairdresser. This allowed her intimate access to some of the most powerful people in New
Orleans, who she would counsel while at the same time use to gather secrets and inside information on others
in the city, helping to cement her position of relative power. Also beyond debate is her selfless concern for
those she shared her city with; her work giving assistance to the homeless, the hungry, and the sick is well
documented. Even today, visitors to New Orleans leave offerings at the place where she is supposedly buried
and ask for her assistance. Esham Someone who practices voodoo is often accusedâ€”especially by
Hollywoodâ€”of being a powerful person who orders the spirits to do their bidding. Voodoo practitioners see
themselves as servants of the spirits. Voodoo priests and priestesses undergo a long period of training before
performing any ritual that opens themselves up to spiritual possession. During these rituals, one of the two
spirits that inhabit the bodyâ€”the ti bon ange â€”leaves the body so the spirit of a loa can possess it. The ti
bon ange is the portion of the spirit that contains the individual, and must be protected when the individual is
hosting a loa. The other part, the gros bon ange, is a spirit that is shared among all the living. On the contrary,
much of voodoo centers around healing and herbalism. One of the most important reasons for summoning a
spirit in a voodoo ritual is to ask for aid in healing the sick and the injured. Voodoo priests and priestesses do
acknowledge that they are not all-powerful when it comes to diagnosing and healing, however, and will
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recommend modern medicine and treatment if they deem the situation beyond their control. In voodoo, there
is no distinction between white and black. The color of the spirit is red, and when a practitioner allows an evil
loa to take possession of them, their eyes turn red , showing that evil is present. Sometimes a benevolent spirit
can turn evil by the wishes that are imposed on it. This is in complete contradiction to the actual teachings of
voodoo, which center around the good and the charitable. Part of the role of a female practitioner a Queen and
a male practitioner a Doctor is to stop red magic before it happens. At the top is a single God, who is a present
yet distant figure. The loa make up another tierâ€”spirits that interact with mortals on a regular basis. The third
tier is the mortals themselves. One of the fundamental concepts of voodoo is the relationship between these
tiers; Papa Legba is one of the most important of the loa, as he is the gatekeeper between the mortal realm and
the divine. All mortal contact with the loa goes through Legba, and it is said that he opens the gates between
worlds. A reflection of St. Peter, he is also the guardian of the home, the crossroads, and travel. The snake is
hugely important in the mythos of voodoo. Damballa, or Danballa, is the serpent god and the oldest of the
voodoo pantheon. He is said to have been the one to create the world. Damballa created the water from his
shed skin and the stars in the sky from his coils. He is married to Ayida Wedo, the rainbow, in an eternal love
that represents the balance between the male and the female. He represents wisdom and the mind, and is
associated with symbols like the color white, eggs, bones, and ivory. The protector of the helpless and young
children as well as the handicapped and the deformed, he is said to transport the souls of the dead to the
afterlife. Priests and priestesses can be possessed by the spirit of Damballa, but they do not speak; instead,
they hiss. The loa use energy in their communication with mortals, along with the general running of their
day-to-day affairs. By sacrificing animals and offering them to the loa, practitioners believe they are
combining the life force of the animal with the life force of the loa, rejuvenating the spirit. The meat and blood
of the animal is often cooked and consumed as part of the ceremony. Some spirits have animals that are
typically associated with them in sacrifice; chickens, for example, are often offered to Damballa.
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Spells for Uncrossing and Jinx-Breaking are a great help. Some folks whose main problem is back-biting,
jealousy, and gossip will benefit from working for protection from gossip before they go on to other magical
acts. In my opinion, this is because casinos set their own percentage of house winnings and it is difficult to
prevail against them. However, certain gambling formulas and spiritual supplies, in particular Fast Luck ,
Attraction , and Lady Luck, can, in the right hands, we are told, increase the winning edge of gamblers who do
not play long-shot games such as the state lotteries or betting casinos. Attracting a new lover is more reliably
successful than recapturing a lost lover The various love-attracting mojo hands and love spells seem to have a
high rate of success as reported by our customers. People regularly call to tell me that they have attracted the
love of someone they wanted after performing a love-drawing lodestone spell or personalizing a candle
magick spell for love. I myself have experienced such results. Reconciliation and Return to Me spells have a
lower success rate than other love spells On the down-side of love-magic, it is my experience and that of my
customers that Reconciliation magic spells are by far the most difficult of the love-spells to accomplish.
Typical causes of failure include: The Nation Sack , in particular, seems to work very well for women who
have a man in sight and want to draw him closer and really make him stay in line. Those who use spell-work
for fidelity and to reduce friction in the home report satisfactory results as well. But not everyone who uses
these love spells reports success. Lucky charms generally are said to provide an "edge" I am often asked, "Will
a lucky charm really make me lucky? For most people, luck is a "winning edge," an increase in the statistical
odds that they will win money or get laid or whatever it is they want. They may carry a lucky charm or good
luck token in the belief that it increases their success-to-failure ratio in specific areas of life. They may
augment its efficacy by dressing it with oil. The charms you mentioned above are typical of those that people
have given credence to through long custom. Some people think that luck is the same as or a form of directed
magical will -- e. These folks are more likely to prepare and carry a complex charm like a mojo bag or a
Mexican "amuleto" bag. They use the prepared curio as a focus for their magical will. Other people -especially those from cultures where disease is believed to be caused by malevolent airs or the evil eye -- may
carry what appear on the surface to be "good luck" charms and they may even call them that -- but upon
investigation, the charms turn out to be apotropaic in nature, that is, they are intended to avert ill-luck, sorcery,
or unnatural diseases. I am regularly asked this question by people who are not well-versed in the use of
spiritual supplies to help themselves. My first reply is a question in return: What advantage would it give
anyone, as a conjure practitioner? It sounds like fiction to me -- like a plot element in a video game or a
movie. The same sort of scenario is introjected by comic book and television editors into series fiction, where
the story-arc must be slowed down a bit to avoid a too-rapid wrapping up of the major themes. Ideally, as an
editor, one wants all of the storylines to wrap up exactly at the point that the series is cancelled. This is
difficult to accomplish, but one tool that editors use is the "power limitation" premise. Is this what they want
out of life? The idea of "spell overload" seems to come up again and again among young newbies who think
that hoodoo consists only of "casting spells" -- in token whereof they may call conjure practitioners and root
doctors "casters" -- and, as i see it, "spell overload" is essentially an urban myth of the magical wannabe
community that derives from comics, television, movies, or video games. Since it has nothing to do with the
practical and traditional folk magic of any culture except for the culture of the very young and fiction-driven ,
i have nothing more to say about it here. The idea that spells can "backfire" seems really to be two ideas under
the same name. Both of these forms of backfiring are dramatic and fictional in their origins. Like the related
concept of "spell overload" mentioned above, they are crippling to the practitioner, and may even have been
designed by their creators to function in that way, as warnings about the "dangers" of practicing powerful folk
magic outside the confines of sanctioned churchly miracles and blessings. At the Lucky Mojo Forum , people
ask me about "backfiring" all the time, and offer their opinions about it to other posters as well. Here are some
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quotes from the Forum, gathered during and Do you see how self-defeating, self-scaring, and pointlessly
dramatic those ideas are? They are obviously the scripts of people who were raised to fear and avoid magic. If
you feel that your work will backfire, magic is not something to which you are habituated or for which you are
gifted. Go do something else, something in which you have hopeful and cheerful confidence. People often ask,
"How soon will i see results? Now, signs, movements, and completion are three different things. A sign is an
omen or significant coincidence or synchronicity that indicates a link between your spell and the target or
between the target and the goal for which you have cast the spell. Signs can take the form of coincident names,
numbers, speech, animal movements, weather patterns, and dreams. However, if you believe that dreams are
nothing more than "subconscious regurgitating," they will be of little or no use to you as signs. Conjure is a
world-view as much as a system of magic. The question of whether dreams can be signs if they are nothing
more than "subconscious regurgitating" is similar to questions asked about magical spells by from different
world-views: The experience of seeing a sign is subjective and it is built upon a subjective belief in the
efficacy of contact with a form of reality beyond the mundane, a glimpse into the liminal space between
mundanity and spirituality. Some seek signs in nature -- but if you do not interact with nature, you will not be
able to see signs there. If your subjective experience is such that all activities are reducible to mundanity for
you, you will not see signs at all, ever. Go with what you believe in. Now i also said that we look for signs "for
three days," for movement "for three weeks," and for results "for three months" -- or the spell is deemed to not
have worked. After completing a spell any spell, including candle burning, doll-making, setting up a honey
jar, etc. If you see no signs within three days, then you may want to add additional spell work; if you see no
movement within three weeks, you definitely want to do more work; and if you get no results within three
months, then whatever spell you tried for instance, candle work, but this applies to all types of spell work did
not succeed and you should either give up the work or try again with a new and different approach, by which i
mean not only a new and different spell, but also a new tactical approach toward your goal. If you see no signs
and no movement, you can persist in the spell for three months, but any longer would not be recommended by
me. In my experience, if a mojo hand, free magic spell, spell kit, or dressing oil is going to work for you, there
will be definite "movement" within a week. Many people report amazing and complete results the first day.
Some spells are traditionally worked over a period of time, such as 9 days, after which one is instructed to
"watch and wait" for 3 days. In these spells, the results are expected to come about after the waiting period is
over. Usually i would wait three weeks to see if there is any movement toward the results i desired -- and up to
three months to wait for definitive results, after which time, if i saw no results, i would consider the spell a
failure. So many people think that they should proceed with a long-term spell even after the signs are bad, but
for me, the opposite has always been true. Likewise, even if the signs were good to neutral, but i saw no
movement in three weeks, i would walk away from the spell. We are not looking for last-minute turn-arounds
here -- on the 90th day you get your result -- rather, we are looking for good signs, positive movement, and a
successful outcome, completing the spell. If we get good signs and some good movement, we may add other
spell work to the process, to increase our success rate. If we get bad signs and no movement, it is, in my
experience, very unlikely that there will be a good outcome. You laid your trick. Then you waited for a sign.
You got a bad sign: Either try again but more sneakily, or use another spell, or give up. In my opinion, no
matter whether you do your spell work yourself or pay a conjure doctor to do it for you, you should do check
readings -- either on your own or with another reader that is, not the one who did the work. You can use a
simple pendulum dowsing or a three-stone or three-coin casting to ask and answer questions. If you prefer to
consult a professional, itT not be expensive -- a ten-minute reading is all you will need. As a reader, i do
check-readings for the clients of other readers all the time. Remember too that not all spells work for each
person every time no more than every surgery always cures a medical condition or every sports team wins
every game -- so set a time-limit on your work and do not hang onto the memory of a spell you cast ten years
later "still waiting for it to manifest" No matter where you read it on the internet -- or even in this Lucky Mojo
Forum -- there is no "3 Rule" or "Rule of 3" or " Rule" or " Rule" that is connected in any way, shape, or form
to African American hoodoo folk magic in which it is stated that "you will see signs in 3 days, movement in 3
weeks, and completion of your spell in 3 months. How did this fake-or-mistake advice get all over the
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internet? I can tell you. It came about because people who have read my accounts of growing up learning
hoodoo folk magic in Oakland, California, in the s have twisted and misinterpreted some basic advice about
spell-casting that i was given about 50 years ago and that i posted on the internet about years ago. My
so-called fans and followers who were never part of the African American hoodoo community, but came to
hoodoo through my online expositions, have distorted, messed up, and misinterpreted beyond all recognition a
simple piece of advice that i received from a candle-shop owner back in the s -- and they have done so
repeatedly and in ways that are giving hoodoo, a very sane system of magic, a bad name, because this
so-called "rule" that they have devised or thought they heard, or wished existed, or promulgated at third-hand
out of well-intentioned ignorance, is ungrounded, and untenable I wrote about this stuff on the internet back in
the s. I put it in my correspondence course book in And NEVER did i say that there was a "rule" that once
you set a spell in motion you would see signs in three days, have movement in three weeks, or see completion
in three months. This is what i wrote to them at that time, when someone asked how long one would wait for a
spell to take effect: The old adage is, "Watch and wait for signs for three days; expect movement in three
weeks; if the spell has not worked in three months, it is not going to work at all. I am going to give you a walk
down memory lane. This is how it happened. This is what i learned, and this is what i have taught and what i
teach. I was in a candle shop and the man who ran it was at the counter and i was asking him questions. I had
my purchases on the counter. I had heard some of this information before, but i wanted it clarified, and set
forth in a way that i could remember. I had my little notepad with the spiral wire at the top. How soon will he
fall in love with you? You can try again with a different trick, but that one was a bust. And there are good
signs and bad signs. Does that mean you should give up? You may not get any signs, or you may get some
signs. See, there are good signs and bad signs. Three weeks for movement. This is with Jim, okay? Movement
is always for real. Things are starting to break your way.
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Defining our terms When we speak about sihr, or magic, it is important that we define its meaning. Do we
mean by it like a sorcerer casts a spell over another person, which makes him under his possession or do we
have another understanding of it? As an example it is said in the Quran in Surat Al Mudathir, verse And it is
known that the prophet was called sahir in many places, due to the Quran. This is mentioned in the same tafsir
of Qurtubi: The leaders of Quraysh said to Walid, what is he then? So he thought, then he though then he
frowned and said: So, they called him a magican, because according to them he, with "his" words i. So they
agreed that this was the best thing they should call him without lying. With other words, they warned people
of listening to the message of the Prophet, because it would separate between people, i. This hadith 5 also
speaks about, albayan, or the ability to express oneself: Due to the vastness of Arabic, this is also possible to
translate or interpret as: Indeed, There is really something magically about the ability to really be able to
express oneself. Conclusion about the definition With the analyze above we can conclude that the word sihr,
could mean following things depending on the context: Deceiving with ones speech, which may cause
separation and other problems. Expressing oneself eloquently to convey a message one could say rhetoric
Illusion see explanation in section "Other verses" Notice, I never added the apparent meaning which we
already said means magic. These definitions and the contexts mentioned about will open ways of
interpretations of certain verses in the Quran. We will start commenting on the famous verse 2: And they
followed [instead] what the devils had recited during the reign of Solomon. It was not Solomon who
disbelieved, but the devils disbelieved, teaching people sihr and that which was revealed to the two angels at
Babylon, Harut and Marut. But the two angels do not teach anyone unless they say, "We are a trial, so do not
disbelieve. But they do not harm anyone through it except by permission of Allah. And the people learn what
harms them and does not benefit them. But the Children of Israel certainly knew that whoever purchased it
would not have in the Hereafter any share. And wretched is that for which they sold themselves, if they only
knew. This, would then give us the possible conclusion that sihr - in this verse - really means that "deceitful
speeches" was used - not magic - in order to cause married couple to separate. S by reading Othello, you might
come to know how some deceitful speeches really can act as magic and destroy a marriage and lives. In this
verse, the so called magicians, clearly was throwing ropes and staffs, and the word "yokhayyalo", which
means it was made to APPEAR, or made to seem due to their "magic" or what we rather should call illusions ,
that they were moving. We also could come to the conclusion, due to other verses that the magicians planned a
big show, which could be interpreted that they did in order to create and plan these illusions. Now, we can also
draw the conclusion that these called magicians never did any real magic, because of the wording "made to
appear", i. They prove it themselves when they in the same sura ta ha verse And throw what is in your right
hand; it will swallow up what they have crafted. What they have crafted is but the trick of a magician, and the
magician will not succeed wherever he is. They said, "We have believed in the Lord of Aaron and Moses.
They would say, well I can do that too! Therefore they fell down in prostration and followed Moses. This is
also mentioned in Surat Al Araf, verse About Surat Al Falaq, verse 4: So they have gone astray, and never
can they find a way. Therefore they do not accept it. Now, this question about the hadith being in Sahih
Bukhari might be related to this: A recent scholar, Imam ibn Amin has written a well detailed book on the
weak hadiths in Bukhari and Muslim. You can find it on the internet. Therefore, these scholars, chooses
interprets these verses mentioned above as having the last word, and because the hadith is thought to
contradict these verses, they reject the hadith. They also seem to have problems with the hadith, as they do not
see how the Prophet, who is the best of mankind, would be affected by sihr or a jinn performing the "sihr" on
him , without being protected by God. They also have issues on how the comb, which is a private item
containing his hair, was given to the one performing the sihr. Who gave the comb, or the hair from the comb
to that man? The comb being a private item, should most likely be in his house. Did they somehow break in to
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his house? What about his wifes, who likely was home? Was it a jinn who took the comb? What about the
"angels protecting" his house from satans? And that kind of sihr, would be counted as the worst kind of sihr
possible to be done by the one believing in that definition of magic. Would the best man, the prophet be
affected by the worst kind of sihr? It seems to be a very important situation! So they got lots of issues with the
hadith. Some scholars that have denied the hadith that the prophet was affected by sihr magic:
Chapter 4 : E.l.o. - Oh Oh It's Magic Lyrics | MetroLyrics
Never believe it's not so It's magic, you know Never believe, it's not so I love my sunny day Dream of far away Dreaming
on my pillow in the morning Never been awake Never seen a day break.
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Get this from a library! It's not really magic: microwave cooking for young people. [Rosella J Schroeder; Marie C
Sanderson] -- Recipes for breakfasts, lunches, and dinners, for families or single servings, and special sections on
vegetables, desserts, and party foods.
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This is Edward Eager's sequel to Magic Or Not. In The Well Wishers Laura, James, Deborah, Lydia, and Kip are joined
by Gordy, a misfit who, unusually for Edward Eager, isn't particularly intelligent and definitely hates to read.
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